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Re: Gwinett - Banking

CJ

Jeffrey G Trinkwon to: Brandon Rowell , Robert T Johnson
History:

10/03/2008 04:21 PM

This message has been forwarded .

Brandon
As we discussed I was very impressed with the way you hand led this situation
You presented multiple potential solutions, ultimately the one that we will go with , and positioned/ tested
the waters with the broker, in a way that gave us direction and manuverability that was just first rate
Better damn impressive actually and clarifies that you have learned your craft well , and that we made a
fantastic decision when we moved you down to the ATL
Have an awesome weekend and Thank You!
Jeffrey G Trinkwon , Market Director
Registered Principal
Mid/Large Market- Southeast Region
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1200 Abernathy Rd ., NE, Bldg 600, Suite 1400
Atlanta , GA 30328
Phone
Fax
.com
Metropol itan Life Insurance Company (MLIC) , New York NY 10166. Securities offered by Metlife
Securities, Inc. (MSI) (FINRA/SIPC) . MLIC and MSI are affiliates .
Brandon Rowell
-----Orig inal Message-----

From: Brandon Rowell
Sent : 10/03/2008 03 : 29 PM EDT
To : Robert Johnson
Cc :
; Jeffrey Trinkwon ;
;
;
;
Subject: Gwinett - Banking

;

;

I wanted to thank all of you once again for your participation in finding a solution to this problem. As we
stand today, we have a sol id plan of attack that will benefit all parties. I'm confident that Gwinnett will be
more than satisfied with what Metlife can offer for solutions.
With that being said , our customer call that was scheduled for this afternoon has been postponed until
next week.
Once this call takes place, I will write again to confirm resolution .
Thanks again fo r all of your hard work.
Have a great weekend!

Brandon Rowell
Client Executive
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company®
-------OUR OFFICE HAS MOVED------************************************************************
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FINRA Registered Representative
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